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Indebtedness to the West is evidenced by the first two of the
pieces cited, and by several others. The class of animal histories is,
as we have seen, peculiarly German.   They are found again in
Lusatia, Czechoslovakia, and Poland—lands subject to German
influence.   In both the Baltic states they are quite numerous and
wholly  charming.    The Sparrow's Wedding recalls the German
Bird's Wedding; The Wedding of Bear and Wolf (Nesselmann 14)
is a satire like the Lusatian Animal Life (Haupt and Schmaler,
i. 83) and its Polish congeners.   Eight of Nesselmann's 'dainos' tell
the story of the girl who lost her ring in the water, and had it
recovered by her lover (83-9, 95), which is the story of the inter-
national ballad Cola Pesce.   The wooer who pretends to great
wealth, but is detected in his lying, appears in one Lithuanian
piece (Nesselmann 153), as well as in the Swedish Seven golden
Hills (Bergstrom 64) and its German congeners.   Mother, father,
sister, and brother are asked to perform a dangerous service which
only the lover will do (Nesselmann 125); a boy enlists, like the
Swiss Dursli? to make money for his wedding (Nesselmann 124);
a girl, like the French Perronnelle, goes off with the soldiers and will
not come back (Nesselmann 204, 357); Nutmegs and Pinks (Nessel-
mann 187) reminds us of the same combination in a German song.
In all these cases the simplification of details makes for the loss of
that nexus of events which constitutes the identity of a ballad. The
orphan's tragedy is simply her loneliness, and there are many
poems which affirm no more.   Rhesa's twenty-fourth ballad has
been identified as a version of the widespread Orphan at her
Mother's Grave (Leskien, Lit. Les. 7, Nesselmann 67); but nothing
could be farther from the circumstantial narrative of Denmark than
I, poor house-drudge,
I, poor orphan,
to drudge am bounden
the weary daytime.
How I long for
my mother only,
my intercessor!
Long she's tarried
in high hillock;
o'er her barrow
rue drips dew-drops
glittering brightly
like pure silver.

